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Abstract 
The overall goal of the paper is to contribute to a better 
understanding of segment-prosody interaction in different 
speech modes. In particular, the paper shows that depending 
on intonation patterns, utterance-final voiceless fricatives in 
Polish show different properties. In polar questions with rising 
intonation, the frequency of the highest spectral peak is higher 
than in statements produced with falling intonation. Voiceless 
fricatives in questions display higher Centre of Gravity 
accompanied by higher standard deviation. Furthermore, the 
fricatives are produced with higher mean intensities in 
questions than statements. 
Differences in fricatives are more pronounced when the 
sentences are whispered. For instance, in contrast to normal 
speech where skewness and kurtosis do not show differences, 
in whispered speech both spectral moments display lower 
values in statements than in questions. In addition, spectral 
slopes (m1, m2) are steeper in questions than in statements. 
In summary, the paper shows that voiceless fricatives are 
prone to intonation differences and follow its patterns by 
means of varying spectral cues inherent to these sounds. 
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1. Introduction 
Since the fundamental frequency (F0) is the main correlate of 
intonation and it is only found in voiced segments, voiceless 
segments are generally not investigated when intonation is 
investigated. Even more, they are tried to be avoided in 
experimental stimuli as they are treated as triggers of micro-
prosodic perturbations. Despite a common consensus about the 
perturbing function of voiceless segments in F0 investigations, 
very little is known of whether the voiceless segments remain 
immune to intonation or whether they do contribute to 
intonation patterns by their inherent acoustic cues. As have 
been more recently shown by Niebuhr, Lill & Neuschulz 
(2011) and Niebuhr (2012) for German, sibilants change their 
properties depending on intonation patterns; cf. also Grabe 
(1998) on the role of voiceless segments in production of 
intonation. This paper investigates the interaction of voiceless 
fricatives and different intonation patterns in Polish.  
It remains unclear to what extent changes in sibilants are 
found in other speech modes as well, such as whispered and 
semi-whispered speech, where F0 is completely or partly 
absent, accordingly. Previous studies about whispered speech 
concentrated on vocalic segments (e.g. Li & Xu 2005, Heeren 
& van Heuven 2011), whereas the present paper concentrates 
on properties of consonantal segments. 

2. Experimental evidence 
The aim of the experiment is two-fold. First, it will be 
examined if voiceless clusters in utterance-final positions 
characterized by different intonation contours display spectral 
differences in phonated speech. Second, the study is aimed to 
explore to what extent possible changes in sibilant properties 
are triggered by different intonation patterns when varying the 
speech mode, i.e., comparing whispered and semi-whispered 
speech to phonated speech. 

2.1. Experimental design 
Our material includes eight monosyllabic words ending in a 
cluster consisting of a voiceless retroflex fricative followed by 
a retroflex affricate. Each item was presented in a polar 
question (‘Widzi   ten   pła[ʂʈ͡ ʂ]?’ ‘Does   he   see   the   coat?’)   and  
statement (‘Widzi   ten  pła[ʂʈ͡ ʂ]’ ‘He   sees   the  coat’).  The polar 
question was expected to be produced with a rising intonation 
and the statement with a falling intonation. All questions and 
statements described above were produced in three different 
speech modes: normal, whispered and semi-whispered and 
repeated 3 times. The sentences were read by 16 native 
speakers of Standard Polish (8 male). 
All recordings were conducted in the sound-proof room at the 
Electrical Engineering Department of the West Pomeranian 
University of Technology in Szczecin using a TLM103 
Neumann microphone (20cm distance from lips) connected to 
a ProTools system with a Digi 003 interface (sample rate 
44100 Hz). The items were analysed with PRAAT (version 
5.3.57) and MATLAB (version R2007b). 
In the following we report results only on fricative sibilants 
which are based on measurements of 2304 items (8 words  2 
intonation types: rising & falling  3 speech modes: normal & 
whispered & semi-whispered  3 repetitions  16 speakers). 

2.2. Methods 
Using multitaper spectra we investigated the following 
acoustic parameters: frequency of the highest spectral peak in 
the range from 20Hz to 11kHz, frequency of the highest peak 
in the range of 2 to 4kHz, mean intensity of the frication noise, 
spectral Center of Gravity (COG), the COG’s   standard  
deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and the spectral regression lines 
slopes (low frequency slope m1 and high frequency slope m2); 
see Jesus & Shadle (2002) and Żygis,  Pape & Jesus (2012) for 
all parameter details. Furthermore, for reference we also 
measured the difference in F0 between the onset and offset of 
the preceding vowel.  
Regarding statistical analysis, linear mixed effects models 
were employed for the investigated variables, which were 
studied as effects of INTONATION TYPE (rising, falling) and 
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SPEECH MODE (normal, semi-whispered, whispered) as well as 
their interaction (INTONATION*SPEECH MODE) and GENDER 
(female, male). In addition, speaker-specific random slopes for 
INTONATION TYPE and SPEECH MODE were included into the 
model and ITEM and SPEAKER were taken as random effects. 
All analyses were conducted in the R environment software 
(version 3.0.2). 

2.3. Results 
The results show that differences between questions and 
statements are clearly encoded in the acoustic characteristics 
of fricatives.  
Before presenting the results in detail, let us stress that 
regarding normal speech the F0 difference between the vowel 
offset and onset pointed to raising F0 in questions 
(female=142 Hz, male=81 Hz) and falling F0 in statements 
(female=-15 Hz, male=-17 Hz) which confirmed our initial 
assumption about differences in intonational patterns 
(t=10.726, p<.0001); for other results concerning acoustic 
properties of vowels cf. Żygis et al. (to appear).   
Figure 1 presents multitaper spectra obtained at the acoustic 
midpoint of the fricative for all three speech modes, where the 
black lines represent the statement condition and the lighter 
colours illustrate questions, cf. also Jesus & Shadle (2002). 

 

Figure 1: Multitaper spectra of 1145 fricative spectra 
(8 male speakers) obtained at the acoustic midpoint 

for all speech modes. 

As the results reveal, in all three speech modes questions were 
produced with the higher spectral peak towards higher 
frequencies when compared to statements (whispered t=2.737 
p<.01, semi-whispered t=3.254 p<.001, normal: t=4.885 
p<.0001). However, since the spectra obtained for the range 
20Hz to11kHz were highly variable, as can be inferred from 
Figure 1, and the first spectral peak is known to be related to 
place of articulation of fricatives, we additionally analysed the 
highest spectral peak in the range from 2 to 4kHz. Figure 2 
presents the results for all three speech modes. 

 
Figure 2: Boxplots for the highest frequency peak in 
the range from 2 to 4kHz across three speech modes. 

The highest spectral peak found in the range from 2-4kHz was 
significantly higher in questions than in statements across all 
three speech modes but, as indicated by t-values, the 
difference was greatest in whispered speech (t=8.165 
p<.0001), followed by normal speech (t=7.050 p<.0001) and 
semi-whispered speech (t=4.264  p<.0001). 
Furthermore, regarding spectral slopes m1 and m2, significant 
differences were found for questions as compared to 
statements predominantly in whispered speech. In particular, 
both spectral slopes were significantly steeper for questions 
than for statements (m1: t=3.349 p<.0001 and m2: t=-8.58 
p<.0001). In addition, m2 values were significantly higher for 
questions in semi-whispered speech (t=-2.19 p<.05). Figure 3 
provides an illustration of the spectral lines.  

Figure 3: Multitaper spectra (mean plots over all items 
and all speakers) at the fricative midpoint in 

whispered, semi-whispered and normal speech mode. 
Black solid lines correspond to the question and 

lighter colour to the statement condition. Dotted lines 
are the spectral regression lines m1 and m2. 

Furthermore, the mean intensity of frication noise was higher 
in questions than in statements, as illustrated in Figure 4. This 
conclusion holds true for all three speech modes. Again, the 
difference was most pronounced in whispered speech (t=17.01 
p<.0001) followed by normal (t=15.76 p<.0001) and semi-
whispered speech mode (t=5.29  p<.0001).  

 
Figure 4: Boxplots for the mean of frication intensity 

across three speech modes. 

Spectral moments were also significantly different in questions 
than in answers varying however across speech modes. Figure 
5 presents Centre of Gravity values found at the midpoint of 
frication. 



 
Figure 5: Boxplots for Centre of Gravity across three 

speech modes. 

The results show that questions were produced with 
significantly higher COG values than answers in all three 
speech modes. Again, the highest difference was found in 
whispered speech (t=5.316 p<.0001) in comparison to normal 
(t=4.99 p <.0001) and semi-whispered speech mode (t=2.976 
p<.001). It should also be noted that COG values were 
generally higher in normal speech as opposed to whispered 
and semi-whispered speech mode. 
In addition, we also observed a time-dynamic pattern for the 
COG, being systematically higher at fricative midpoint in 
comparison to both fricative onset and fricative offset for all 
speech modes. Again, questions showed significantly higher 
COG values compared to statements at all three measurement 
points. Figure 6 illustrates the dynamic COG pattern. 

 

Figure 6: COG values (in Hz) at fricative onset, 
midpoint and offset in whispered, semi-whispered and 

normal speech mode. The plots show questions 
(triangles) and statements (circles). 

The other three spectral moments, i.e. standard deviation (SD) 
of the Centre of Gravity, skewness and kurtosis were 
significantly different only in whispered speech (and partly in 
semi-whispered speech) when questions as opposed to 
statements were produced.  
Figure 7 shows the results for standard deviation values (i.e. 
the second spectral moment) at the acoustic midpoint of the 
fricative. The SD values were significantly higher for 
questions than for statements in whispered speech (t=5.923 
p<.0001) and semi-whispered speech (t=1.786 p<.05). In 
phonated speech no significant differences regarding SD were 
found. In a similar vein, other spectral moments, i.e. kurtosis 
and skewness were not significantly different in questions and 
statements in phonated speech mode. 

 
Figure 7: Boxplots for SD across all three speech modes. 

Skeweness and kurtosis differed significantly in questions as 
opposed to statements, however exclusively in whispered 
speech. The results are illustrated by Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

 
Figure 8: Boxplots for skewness across all three speech modes. 

 
Figure 9: Boxplots for kurtosis across all three speech modes. 

The results revealed that as far as kurtosis and skewness is 
concerned, the difference in questions and statements was 
exclusively found for whispered speech. Both skewness and 
kurtosis values were lower in questions as opposed to 
statements (skewness: t=-3.949 p<.0001, kurtosis: t=-6.020 
p<.0001).  

3. Discussion and conclusion 
Our results show that differences between questions and 
statements are encoded in utterance-final consonants 



properties. In particular, the frequency of the highest spectral 
peak of the frication noise (both for the range from 20Hz to 
11kHz and from 2 to 4kHz) was higher in questions than in 
statements across all three speech modes. Sibilants were 
produced with higher Centre of Gravity accompanied by 
higher standard deviation in questions as opposed to 
statements. Questions were also produced with a higher 
intensity of the frication noise than statements. These results 
apply to all three speech modes. Further differences were 
found only in whispered speech mode where the mass of the 
spectral distribution moved towards higher frequencies in 
questions as compared to statements. The spectra of whispered 
questions were also characterised by a broader peak in 
comparison to whispered statements. Furthermore, spectral 
slopes were significantly steeper for questions than for 
statements in whispered speech (m2 was falling steeper in 
semi-whispered speech). 
These results indicate that differences in spectral properties of 
utterance-final sibilants are most pronounced when questions 
and statements are produced in whispered speech mode, where 
F0 is completely absent. This in turn suggests that consonant 
properties might play a more important role in the production 
of intended intonation for whispered speech as compared to 
other speech modes. Whereas the role of vocalic elements for 
the perception of intonation in whispered speech was 
examined before, cf. e.g. Heeren & van Heuven (2009), it 
remains to be investigated to what extent sibilants contribute 
to perception of intonation across different speech modes, cf. 
also Niebuhr’s  (2008) study on the role of stop aspiration for 
discriminating different meaning in German phonated speech.  
Regarding the semi-whispered speech mode, our results show 
that some spectral properties of frication are similar to 
sibilants produced in whispered speech whereas others mirror 
properties of sibilants produced in normal speech. For 
instance, Centre of Gravity and its time-dependent dynamics 
extracted from sibilants produced in semi-whispered speech 
mode resembles sibilants produced in whispered speech, 
whereas other spectral moments such as skewness and kurtosis 
are more similar to those in sibilants produced in normal 
speech mode. 
The conclusions regarding spectral differences of sibilants in 
dependence on intonation patters are in line with results 
provided for German by Niebuhr, Lill and Neuschultz (2011) 
and Niebuhr (2012). The fact that two typologically different 
languages, Polish and German, show a similar kind of effects 
sheds light on segment-prosody interaction from a more cross-
linguistic perspective.  
Furthermore, the results have an impact on acoustic 
investigation of sibilants in general, as they show that differing 
intonation patterns can seriously affect spectral properties (and 
therefore all spectral measures). We believe that it is therefore 
indispensable to consider intonation patterns when 
investigating sibilants.  
Finally, the results reveal a mutual interaction between 
segments and intonation (cf. also Kohler 2012) which might 
have consequences not only for re-considering the role of 
voiceless segments for production and perception of intonation 
patterns but also contribute to a discussion and verification of 
speech planning models. These models oscillate between 
approaches which treat segments and intonation separately but 
differ in the assumptions about how their interaction proceeds, 
e.g.   ‘prosody   first’   (Keating & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2002) 
versus ‘prosody last’ approach (Levelt 1989) and approaches 
against segment-prosody division according to which 
segments and prosody are intrinsically coherent (cf. e.g. Xu 
and Fang 2012). 
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